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Meiji-period philosopher INOUE Enryō 井上円了  (penname Hosui 甫水 , 1858–1919), 

who wrote over 100 books and 160 essays on a broad array of subjects from the reform 

of Buddhism to Enlightenment thought, has had a lasting influence on Japanese soci-

ety. Through the work of modern philosopher CÀI Yuánpéi 蔡元培, he has had a great 

effect on China as well.

Inoue Enryo as a Philosopher of Buddhism

Reacting to the decline of Buddhism amid a rising tide of Christianity and Westerniza-

tion, Enryō wrote a number of works that probed Buddhist philosophy, including The 

Golden Needle of Truth『真理金針』 (1886), Prolegomena to a Living Discourse on 

Buddhism『仏教活論序論』(1887), The Living Discourse on Buddhism: Disclosing the 

Right『仏教活論本論第二編顕正活論』(1890), and A New Theory of Religion『宗教新論』 

(1889). Believing that "Protection of Country and Love of Truth" 護国愛理 were inter-

0 WÁNG Qīng 王青 , CASS Institute of Philosophy (Beijing). The presentation was given in Japanese at 
the symposium The Internationality of Inoue Enryo's Life and Work on the occasion of the inaugural 
assembly of the International Association for Inoue Enryo Research (IAIR) in September 2012 at Toyo 
University. Translated by Melek ORTABASI, Associate Professor of Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, 
Simon Fraser University (Canada).
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twined in Buddhism, and that the concept of "suchness" 真如 (from Sk. tathatā) corres-

ponded well with the Western philosophical concept of truth, Enryō argued that these 

universal qualities of the religion made it the most applicable to the modern world.

Enryō was very concerned with the linked fortunes of Buddhism and the Japanese 

nation. Traditional Buddhism, which relied so heavily on ideas of personal experience 

and instinct, had to be reinterpreted through a modern, Western-style logical frame-

work in order to resist Christianity and save the nation from decline, he believed. In 

1887, adopting the motto "The Basis of All Learning Lies in Philosophy," Enryō foun-

ded the "Philosophy Academy" 哲学館  (later to become Toyo University), which had 

the mission of training Buddhist educators. Using the discipline of philosophy, impor-

ted from the West, Enryō thus sought to reinterpret and reconstruct Buddhism, which 

had become greatly weakened by the beginning of the Meiji period.

Envisioning Japan's Westernization through the lens of philosophy, Enryō sought 

to raise awareness by conducting public lectures across the country. Additionally, for 

those who unable to attend his Academy, he devised correspondence courses. Underly-

ing these efforts to popularize and disseminate philosophy was Enryō's particular take 

on the discipline. In Principles for Establishing the Philosophy Academy「哲学館開設旨

趣」, the founding document of the Academy, Enryō declared that philosophy was the 

"central government of the academic world," thus acting as "the discipline that united 

all others." For Enryō, the foundations for Westernization lay primarily with "develop-

ment of the intellect." Not only was "philosophy the highest ranking among all aca-

demic disciplines," but its study was an indispensable requirement for "developing the 

highest level of intellect and attaining the highest level of civilization." Philosophy's 

function of unifying and synthesizing all other forms of knowledge, Enryō argued, 

made its study crucial to Japan's modernization process. Of course, it is important to 

remember that Enryō's ultimate goal was not to Europeanize Japan through philosophy, 

but rather to rationalize and therefore revive Buddhism.

Recognizing the infinite and absolute nature of reality, Enryō invented an original 

philosophical system which meant "reasoning from the finite to the infinite." He called 

it "genuine philosophy"純正哲学  or "integrated philosophy" 総合哲学 . By rebuilding 

Buddhism according to the logical principles of philosophy, Enryō argued for the 

importance of "knowing first, believing later" (8:19). In other words, one could say that 

the special characteristic of Enryō's religious philosophy was that Buddhism was not 

just a matter of religious belief, but rather something to interpret from a logical per-

spective.
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Inoue Enryo and Mystery Studies

Carrying out factual surveys across Japan and carefully examining a variety of written 

texts, Enryō collected examples of supernatural phenomena that had long been passed 

down among the Japanese folk – ghosts, spirits, fox possession, divination, and so on – 

and endeavored to explicate them scientifically. This research resulted in the eight-

volume work Lectures on Mystery Studies『妖怪学講義』 (1896), which led to Enryō 

earning the nickname "Doctor Ghost."

Enryō dubbed the transcendent, or mysterious phenomena that modern science 

could not explain "true mystery" 真怪 . As for actually occurring unusual phenomena 

caused by natural forces, he deemed these "false mystery" 仮怪. Oddities that stemmed 

accidentally from misrecognition or fear he designated "mistaken mystery" 誤怪, while 

hoaxes born of artificial causes such as human greed he called "pseudomystery" 偽怪. 

"False mystery" was further divided into two categories: "tangible mystery" 物怪 , or 

strange phenomena that manifested in a physical form, and "intangible mystery" 心怪, 

which described abnormal mental states and the delusions, hallucinations, etc. that res-

ulted. Erecting an interdisciplinary framework that integrated theory, the physical sci-

ences, medicine, pure philosophy, psychology, theology, and education studies, Lectu-

res Mystery Studies sought to use the scientific knowledge gained from physics, chem-

istry, optics, astronomy, geography, biology, etc. to categorize and explicate all types of 

"mystery" aside from "true mystery."

In order to advance their policy of civilization and enlightenment, the Meiji gov-

ernment issued ethics textbooks that explained phenomena such as ghosts, spirits, fox 

possession, and incantation as illogical "superstitions" that were to be eliminated. In 

1905, Enryō wrote that he had authored Explaining Superstition『迷信解』"to examine 

more closely a number of superstitions, in order to make people understand them" 

(19:616). His "mystery studies," then, could be said to reflect Meiji government policy.

What then of "true mystery," which could not be explained by science? An 

agnostic, Enryō nevertheless maintained that "true mystery" was "absolute, infinite, 

and unfathomable" and naturally belonged to the world of religion. "After all," he 

argued, "science is based on the human intellect, and is therefore confined to the finite 

and relativistic realm; religion on the other hand is outside of the human intellect, and 

manifests in the infinite absolute" (18:308). As such, the point of Enryō's "mystery 

studies" was to "prove the existence of an infinite, absolute realm that lies beyond the 

world of the tangible and the emotional […]. This is what I mean in the preface when I 

say 'drive out false mystery and open up to true mystery.'" In other words, Enryō 
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wanted to enlighten his readers to "true mystery" (18:33) by destroying "false mystery" 

through science, thus demonstrating the existence of an "infinite and absolute, 

unfathomable" world of religion.

Thus, the purpose of religion is to transform our mental image of the out-

side world from the finite one we possess to one of limitlessness; to help us 

assimilate with that view. Religion is there to teach us how to let our 

relativistic hearts enter the world of the absolute. In Buddhism, this is what 

we call 'reaching enlightenment by turning away from delusion' [転迷開悟] . 

'Delusion' indicates finitude, and 'enlightenment' indicates the infinite. 

(18:28) 

This statement shows that Enryō's supposedly scientific "mystery research" was actu-

ally an attempt to gain recognition for an "infinite and absolute, unfathomable" world 

of religion that could not be proven by science, specifically a form of Buddhism that 

"protected the nation and loved the truth."

Cai Yuanpei's "Treatise on Buddhism Protecting the Nation"

In addition to serving as the Republic of China's first minister of education, modern 

Chinese philosopher CÀI Yuánpéi 蔡元培 (1868–1940) was president of Peking Univer-

sity from 1916 to 1927, and director of the Academia Sinica in Taiwan from 1928 to 

1940. Having gained a familiarity with the scientific spirit of the Renaissance and the 

Enlightenment thought of the French Revolution on his two experiences of studying in 

Europe, CÀI called for a reform of Chinese education based on ideas of science and the 

development of public morality. Also deeply involved in the New Culture Movement, 

CÀI advocated for the establishment of a new mode of thinking, one with science and 

democracy at its core.

In 1900, CÀI published Treatise on Buddhism Protecting the Nation『佛教护国论』; 

the impetus for writing it, he said, was "the profound realization I had after reading the 

work of Japanese philosopher Inoue Enryō."1 To trace how CÀI came into contact with 

Enryō's thought, and how this affected his subsequent work, I will refer to GOTŌ 

Nobuko's 後藤延子 exploration of the subject.

1 CÀI Yuánpéi 蔡元培 .『佛教护国论』 [Treatise on Buddhism Protecting the Nation], in『蔡元培全集』

[Collected works of Cài Yuánpéi] (Hángzhōu: 浙江教育出版社, 1997) 1: 273.
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"Western books are expensive, but since there are translations into Japanese, one 

can read many of them in an Eastern idiom. Further, Western languages take at least 

three to five years to learn, whereas one can master an Eastern language much more 

easily, within half a year."2 Using this reasoning, CÀI began teaching himself Japanese 

and became quite accomplished. A January 3, 1900 diary entry notes that "Japanese 

poet Honda Kōnosuke [本田幸之助 ] and an exchange student from Higashi Hongan 

Temple, Suzuki Hiroma [鈴木広間 ], came." We may speculate that this Mr. Suzuki 

played a large role in CÀI coming to know Enryō's ideas, or managing to obtain some 

of his writings.

By examining the pre-1903 entries pertaining to Enryō from CÀI's diary, we learn 

that on May 8th, 1901, he asked DÙ Yàquán 杜亚泉  to buy the Lectures on Mystery 

Studies for him; in the same year, on November 10th, DÙ asked him to translate the 

book. On July 25th of the same year, he borrowed A Morning Conversation about 

Philosophy『哲学一朝話』 from SHǏ Shītán 史师谭 . On August 29th, 1901, he asked a 

friend who was going to Japan to find out about "correspondence education methods at 

the Philosophy Academy" for him. The same year, he borrowed Heterodox Philosophy 

『外道哲学』on September 28th. On December 12, LUÓ Zhènyù 罗振玉 bought a number 

of books for him, including New Theory of Religion.

CÀI also wrote two texts related to Enryō. "A Theory on the School Curriculum"

『学堂教科论』, published in October 1901, referenced the ideas of "Inoue Hosui from 

Japan" on the subject of categorizing the disciplines. CÀI also described "Introduction 

to Philosophy"『哲学总论』, published on October 12, 1911, as a partial translation of 

Enryō's Living Discourse on Buddhism, mentioned above. In the  Regulations of the  

Two Dài's Academy in Shànshān『剡山二戴两书院学约』 , published on February 27, 

1900, CÀI wrote that he encountered YÁN Fù's 严复 translation of Thomas H. HUXLEY's 

Evolution and Ethics (1893)3 around 1898 and learned for the first time "the meaning 

of evolution." Having combined this knowledge with the study of "the words of a 

Japanese philosopher" and "the current strife and changes in human temperament," CÀI 

asserted that he had become increasingly convinced of the correctness of these ideas. 

The "Japanese philosopher" he mentions here, of course, is likely to be Enryō.4

By rebuilding Japanese Buddhism – through philosophical thought – as a univer-

sal religion that "protected the nation and loved the truth," Enryō sought to prevent the 

2 October 7th, 1897 entry from『蔡元培日記』[Cài Yuánpéi's diary] (Peking University Press, 2010).
3 YÁN's translation is entitled 『天演论』.
4 See introduction and first chapter in GOTŌ Nobuko 後藤延子.『蔡元培と宗教』[Cài Yuánpéi and religion], 

『人文科学論集』 [Research arcticles in humanities] 33 (Feb. 1999).
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erosion of the Japanese spirit through the encroachment of Western, Christian civiliza-

tion. Since CÀI also believed that "scholars who want to protect their nation should per-

haps look to Buddhism" for one way to save China from being destroyed by Western 

imperialist aggression, it may seem that his intellectual orientation resembled Enryō's. 

But was this in fact the case?

In Buddhism Protecting the Nation CÀI stated that Confucius' Analects expressed 

the first truth about resisting tyranny; Mencius contributed the second truth, which was 

that the nation will run smoothly if the ruler values the people; finally, Zhuāngzǐ 荘子 

explored Confucius' first truth in allegorical form. Because Buddhism had been "ruler-

less in days gone by," it was "disloyal to the emperor" and emphasized free thought. In 

this sense, both Buddhism and Confucius took "clarifying the teachings" as their main 

goal, another part of the "first truth" CÀI identified. Therefore, when CÀI wrote that he 

"hoped to go to Japan and seek out a teacher from whom I could learn," it becomes 

clear that the intent of Buddhism Protecting the Nation was political. Hoping to study 

reform at a Japanese Buddhist temple and then implement his learning, CÀI sought to 

rebuild Chinese Buddhism – but in order to explore his political ideal of curtailing 

tyranny and encouraging democracy.

Cai's Translation of Enryo's "Lectures on Mystery Studies"

Between 1899 and 1911, fourteen works by Enryō were translated into Chinese. 

Among those that dealt with Enryō's mystery studies were HÉ Qí's 何琪  translation of 

One Hundred Mysterious Tales『妖怪百谈』, published by the "Commercial Press" 商务

务书馆  in 1902, and XÚ Wèichén's 徐渭臣 1905 translations Philosophy of Hundred 

Mysterious Tales『哲学妖怪百谈』and Philosophy of Hundred Mysterious Tales, contin-

ued『续哲学妖怪百谈』, published by "Civilization Publishing House" 文明书局. Chinese 

scholars too were inspired by Enryō, and published introductory books about mystery 

studies: for example, TÚ Chénglì's 屠成立 Primary School Textbook in Mystery Studies 

『寻常小学妖怪学教科书』(1902), published by the "New Chinese Publishing Company" 

新中国图书社. The most important among these texts was the 1906 publication of CÀI's 

translation Lectures on Mystery Studies by the "Commercial Press" 商务印书馆;5 in fact, 

the text is said to be one of modern China's 100 most influential translations.

5 According to the November 10th, 1901 entry in Cài Yuánpéi's Diary, "The Lectures on Mystery Studies 
are a six-volume work written by the Japanese Inoue Enryō. I had already translated it, and Yàquàn [亚
泉] was printing it. However, there was a fire at the bookshop and five of the volumes burned up. As a 
result, only the introductory volume was published."
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CÀI's rationale for translating the work was the same as Enryō's objective for writ-

ing it: "to disperse the ominous clouds of superstition from the nation, and to help 

spread knowledge and virtue."6 In other words, he wanted to promote public morality 

through enlightened education. Since it was impossible to construct sound virtues 

without sound knowledge, one first had to eliminate "superstition" and other "delusions 

of the human heart" through the spread of scientific knowledge. By thus improving 

social manners and customs and developing industry, CÀI believed, the most urgent 

task of building a modernized Chinese nation could be achieved. 

However, as mentioned above, Enryō's mystery studies sought to destroy "false 

mystery" through science, and open people's eyes to "true mystery." The goal of this 

was, presumably, to prove the existence of an "infinite and absolute, unfathomable" 

world of religion that transcended the worlds of both mind and matter. Differing from 

Enryō in his evaluation of Buddhism as a political ideal that could inhibit tyranny and 

promote democracy, how then did CÀI see the relationship between religion and sci-

ence in his translation of Enryō's work?

As members of the New Culture Movement, which took "democracy and science" 

as its slogan, modern Chinese intellectuals like CÀI Yuánpéi, LIÁNG Qǐchāo 梁启超, and 

CHÉN Dúxiù 陈独秀 admired principles such as freedom, civil rights, and republicanism 

– and had a strong tendency to dismiss religion as an irrational set of "superstitions" 

that hindered freedom of thought and clouded people's judgment. The wealth and 

power of nations depended heavily on scientific progress, and science was "a factor 

crucial to the survival of a nation." It is no surprise then that it was not religion but the 

so-called "saving the nation through science" 科学救国  argument7 that became ascend-

ant, a perspective that regarded modern Western science and technology as the key to 

saving China from annihilation. Certainly this perspective reflected the discourse of 

national modernization and enlightenment thought, which espoused the virtues of "sci-

ence."

CÀI's translation Lecture on Mystery Studies, which he hoped would disseminate 

scientific knowledge, had a big impact on modern China. In his foreword to the first 

edition, commissioner of the translation DÙ Yàquàn 杜亚泉 praised the book as "a bril-

liant masterwork; I cannot begin to describe my admiration for the excellence and 

6 CÀI Yuánpéi 蔡元培.『妖怪学讲义录（总论）』[Lectures on mystery studies: introduction], in『蔡元培全集』

[Collected works of Cài Yuánpéi], (Hángzhōu: 浙江教育出版社, 1997) 9: 88.
7 GĀO Píngshū 高 平 叔 , ed. 『 蔡 元 培 论 科 学 与 技 术 』 [Cài Yuánpéi about science and technology] 

(Shíjiāzhuāng: 河北科学技术出版社, 1985): 281.
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vigor of its argument."8 Modern Chinese philosopher ZHĀNG Dōngsūn 张东荪  called 

CÀI's translation one of the earliest works that imported Western philosophy to China, 

and described it as "reflecting the Chinese attitude toward philosophy at that time."9 In 

his book Chinese Customs and Superstitions『中国礼俗迷信』, scholar JIĀNG Shàoyuán 

江绍原 quotes from CÀI's translation in his analysis of superstition, and acknowledges 

the importance of Enryō's work in destroying superstition at a time when Japan was 

building itself up as a modern, capitalistic nation.10

The Doctrine of "Replacing Religion with Aesthetic Education"

The "Educational Proclamation" 「 教 育 宗 旨 」 issued by the Republic of China in 

September 1912 adopted the suggestions of then-Education Minister CÀI, and elimin-

ated the terms "loyalty to the lord" 忠君 and "reverence for Confucius" 尊孔. CÀI, who 

had gained a familiarity with the scientific spirit of the Renaissance and the Enlighten-

ment thought of the French Revolution on his two experiences of studying in Europe, 

penned "Opinion on the New Education"「对于新教育之意见」. In this text, he presented 

and discussed a variety of educational approaches from the standpoint of "cultivating 

healthy character in the citizens of the republic": militaristic education, practical educa-

tion, education for public morality, education to promote an international view, and 

aesthetic education. Critics agree that CÀI's educational thought is clearly biased 

toward the aesthetic.

In 1917, CÀI gave a talk in Beijing at the "Academic Society of the Divine Land" 

神州学会 on the topic of "Replacing Religion with Aesthetic Education"「以美育代宗教

说」. In the talk, he explained:

The workings of the human mind manifest in three different aspects: know-

ledge, will, and emotion […]. In primitive times, religion engaged with all 

three of these aspects, and therefore occupied a leading role in culture. 

Thereafter, as society progressed and scientific culture advanced, know-

ledge and will gained autonomy from religion and became the academic 

8 CÀI Yuánpéi 蔡元培.『妖怪学讲义录（总论）』[Lectures on mystery studies: introduction], in『蔡元培全集』

[Collected works of Cài Yuánpéi] (Hángzhōu: 浙江教育出版社, 1997) 9: 73
9 ZHĀNG Dōngsūn 张东荪 .「文哲月刊发刊词」 [Foreword to the first issure of the monthly magazine for 

literature and philosophy],『文哲月刊』[Monthly magazine for literature and philosophy] 1.1 (October 
1935).

10 JIĀNG Shàoyuán 江绍原.『中国礼俗迷信』[Chinese customs and superstitions] (Tiānjīn: 渤海湾出版公司 , 
1989) 10.
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disciplines of science and ethics. As for the remaining aspect of emotion, it 

must be reengaged by an aesthetic education that can replace religion. 

Why? If we look at history, it is emotion that has always instigated reli-

gious conflict and wars. People's emotions can be positively shaped 

through a pure aesthetic education, however; we can be trained not to value 

ourselves above others or to seek one's own advantage at others' expense. 

Not only this, but the bad effects that result from extreme emotion will dis-

appear.11

In a 1921 debate about religion in the magazine Young China『少年中国』 , CÀI went 

even further, declaring that "in China's future, as for the rest of humanity, there will 

likely no longer be a place for religion at all."12

In 19th- and early 20th-century China, missionaries from Europe actively supported 

educational and cultural initiatives in an effort to spread Christianity. However, modern 

Chinese nationalism was born of resistance to cultural incursions from the West such as 

Christianity and imperialist military aggression. The anti-Christianity movement that 

swept the Chinese intellectual world between 1922 and 1927 adopted as its slogan the 

phrase "Science and Democracy," and strongly criticized the restraints religion 

imposed upon human life. At the "Beijing Anti-Religion Alliance Convention" 北京非宗

教大同盟大会 on April 9, 1922, CÀI criticized Christianity, saying "this religion uses out-

side forces to insinuate itself into the spiritual world of the individual. This amounts to 

a violation of human rights."13 Because CÀI believed that knowledge and action were 

rooted in a tolerant and integrating liberalism of righteousness and mutual allowance 

and an evolutionary world view, he was wary of the large influence religion could have 

on freedom of thought. One could say his idea to "replace religion with aesthetic edu-

cation" was an attempt to provide a solution to this problem.

CÀI traveled to Germany twice after 1907 in order to study philosophy, and was 

greatly influenced by the thought of Immanuel KANT. Separating the world into the 

physical realm of phenomena and the spiritual realm of noumena, KANT held that aes-

thetics was the bridge that could allow humans to escape the relativistic world of phe-

nomena, characterized by the limitations of causality, and enter the free world of nou-

11 CÀI Yuánpéi 蔡元培.「以美育代宗教説」[Replacing religion with aesthetic education], in『蔡元培全集』

[Collected works of Cài Yuánpéi] (Hángzhōu: 浙江教育出版社, 1997) 3: 58–62.
12 CÀI Yuánpéi 蔡元培 .「关于宗教问题的谈话」 [Talk about the problem of religion], in『蔡元培全集』

[Collected works of Cài Yuánpéi] (Hángzhōu: 浙江教育出版社, 1997) 4: 380.
13 CÀI Yuánpéi 蔡元培.「非宗教运动」[The anti-religion movement], in『蔡元培全集』[Collected works of 

Cài Yuánpéi] (Hángzhōu: 浙江教育出版社, 1997) 4: 591
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mena, which transcended experience.14 CÀI agreed that aesthetics possessed this uni-

versal, transcendent quality, and stressed his ultimate goal of an aesthetic education 

that would lead people to a spiritual realm beyond the real world of concrete interests. 

In the world of aesthetics, CÀI's idea to "replace religion with aesthetic education" 

was seen as pioneering, but it was questioned not only by the religious community, but 

also by scholars in the New Culture Movement, such as CHÉN Dúxiù 陈独秀 , ZHŌU 

Zuòrén 周作人 , ZHŌU Gǔchéng 周谷城 , XIÓNG Shílì 熊十力 , and LǙ Chèng 呂澂 . For 

example, CHÉN Dúxiù noticed that the New Culture Movement had developed a tend-

ency toward hyper-rationalism. In a 1920 essay entitled "Christianity and the 

Chinese"「基督教与中国人」, he reexamined the significance of religion by arguing that 

humanity's conduct stemmed naturally from sensibility to beauty and religion, and not 

from knowledge and logic. Literary scholar ZHŌU Zuòrén and scholar of Western philo-

sophy  LÍU Bómíng 刘伯明 addressed the relationships between literature and religion 

and the arts and religion, respectively; both of them refuted CÀI's argument and tried to 

argue for the value of religion.15 In any case, these debates served to make people think 

about the essence of "aesthetics" and "religion," a fact that is itself incredibly import-

ant, historically speaking.

As discussed above, the rising intellectuals of the New Culture Movement 

engaged in a vigorous debate on the issues surrounding religion; one could also say 

that the debate also constituted a sort of spiritual tension for these scholars, experi-

enced as a result of their participation in China's modernization process. Despite being 

influenced by INOUE Enryō, CÀI Yuánpéi had a contrasting view of religion. Examining 

CÀI's oeuvre to explore how and why the two differed is surely one effective way of 

grasping the history of modern Chinese thought as a whole. 
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